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Abstract Hydraulic conductivity ðKÞ and speciﬁc yield (Sy ) are important aquifer parameters, pertinent to
groundwater resources management and protection. These parameters are commonly estimated through a
traditional cross-well pumping test. Employing the traditional approach to obtain detailed spatial
distributions of the parameters over a large area is generally formidable. For this reason, this study proposes
a stochastic method that integrates hydraulic head and time-lapse gravity based on hydraulic tomography
(HT) to efﬁciently derive the spatial distribution of K and Sy over a large area. This method is demonstrated
using several synthetic experiments. Results of these experiments show that the K and Sy ﬁelds estimated
by joint inversion of the gravity and head data set from sequential injection tests in unconﬁned aquifers are
superior to those from the HT based on head data alone. We attribute this advantage to the mass constraint
imposed on HT by gravity measurements. Besides, we ﬁnd that gravity measurement can detect the change
of aquifer’s groundwater storage at kilometer scale, as such they can extend HT’s effectiveness over greater
volumes of the aquifer. Furthermore, we ﬁnd that the accuracy of the estimated ﬁelds is improved as the
number of the gravity stations is increased. The gravity station’s location, however, has minor effects on the
estimates if its effective gravity integration radius covers the well ﬁeld.

1. Introduction
Hydraulic conductivity (K) and speciﬁc yield (Sy ) are important hydrogeological parameters that are pertinent to groundwater resources assessment and protection (e.g., Schwartz & Zhang, 2003). Conventionally,
K and Sy are derived from a cross-well pumping test in an unconﬁned aquifer, which is time consuming
and expensive due to the costs of well installations. As a result, estimates of detailed K and Sy spatial
distribution are often limited. In addition, traditional analyses of cross-well pumping tests rely on homogeneous aquifer assumption, even though aquifers are inherently heterogeneous at many scales. The K and
Sy parameters derived from the traditional pumping tests thus represent effective properties of an equivalent homogeneous aquifer. These effective parameters have been shown to vary with time although
approaching the geometric means of the spatially varying K and Sy in the ﬁeld, if the ﬁeld is stationary
(i.e., no spatial trends) (Wu et al., 2005). On the other hand, reliable assessment and management of
groundwater resources demand the knowledge of the detailed distribution of these parameters of aquifers. Because of this reason, development of cost-effective methods for mapping their spatial distributions
is essential.
Hydraulic tomography (HT) is a recently developed cost-effective approach (Yeh & Liu, 2000; Zhu & Yeh,
2005, and many others) for estimating the spatial distribution of aquifer parameters. Speciﬁcally, HT is a
sequential pumping test that collects nonredundant information of aquifer heterogeneity by sequentially
stressing the aquifer at different wells in a well ﬁeld and collecting aquifer responses at other wells during
each stress. This information is then analyzed using an inverse model to delineate the spatial distribution of
aquifer properties (e.g., Bohling et al., 2007; Brauchler et al., 2003; Cardiff & Barrash, 2011; Yeh & Liu, 2000;
Zhu & Yeh, 2005). The widely used inverse approach for HT analysis is the successive linear estimator (SLE)
developed by Yeh et al. (1996), Yeh and Liu (2000), and Zhu and Yeh (2005), and it has been proven to be
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effective (e.g., Hao et al., 2008; Illman et al., 2010; Illlman et al., 2012; Li & Yeh, 1999; Liu et al., 2002; Mao
et al., 2013; Ni et al., 2009; Tso et al., 2016; Yeh & Lee, 2007; Yeh & Liu, 2000; Zha et al., 2015, 2016). SLE is a
geostatistical-based interpretation technique that not only assimilates the head data sets from HT survey
but also considers spatial statistics that describes the overall characteristics of heterogeneity of aquifers. It
provides the unbiased estimates and addresses uncertainty associated with the estimates. Nevertheless,
most previous HT studies have focused on conﬁned aquifers and estimation of speciﬁc storage and saturated hydraulic conductivity. Only a few HT studies were applied in unconﬁned aquifers and to the estimation of K and Sy (e.g., Cardiff & Barrash, 2011). Recently, Mao et al. (2013) developed an HT analysis based on
a three-dimensional variably saturated ﬂow model to estimate variably saturated hydraulic properties (i.e.,
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity-pressure function and moisture release function) of the unconﬁned
aquifer, instead of K and Sy .
Previous HT studies rely on the head/drawdown observations from the well ﬁeld and prior knowledge of
geologic structures via spatial statistics. Using only these data, HT often leads to a relatively high uncertainty of the estimates if the number of observation wells is insufﬁcient or if the estimates are far away
from the well ﬁeld. In order to improve the K and Sy estimate in large areas with few observations, this
study proposed a method that integrates time-lapse gravity survey with HT. The rationale for using gravity
data is that the gravity is a direct measure of the mass change due to pumping or injection of water into
or from the aquifer, and able to represent the hydrological state variables such as groundwater storage
(Christiansen et al., 2011) as well as provides the groundwater mass information of kilometer-scale
aquifers.
In the past, many studies (e.g., Christiansen et al., 2011; Gehman et al., 2009; Howle et al., 2003; Leiriao
et al., 2009) have used gravimeters to measure the groundwater mass change to improve the accuracy of
the groundwater storage monitoring and exploration. In addition, Blainey et al. (2007), Christiansen et al.
(2011), Damiata and Lee (2006), Gehman et al. (2009), and Howle et al. (2003) have applied the gravity
measurements to the aquifer parameter estimation. For example, Howle et al. (2003) measured the head
and gravity changes for a 5 month injection to estimate the speciﬁc yield. Damiata and Lee (2006) developed a mathematical model to simulate the gravitational response to the hydraulic tests of unconﬁned
aquifers. Blainey et al. (2007) applied Damiata and Lee (2006)’s model to the analysis of the uncertainty of
the hydraulic conductivity and Sy estimates. These studies indicate that joint interpretation of drawdown
and gravity data results in more unbiased and precise estimates than using gravity data alone. More
recently, Wilson et al. (2012) applied a superconducting gravimeter for the time-lapse gravity measurement in the recharge zone of the karstic Edwards Aquifer. They identiﬁed the speciﬁc yield based on the
time series of head and gravity. Christiansen et al. (2011) reported that gravity is sensitive to the hydrogeological parameters, especially Sy , and Sy estimates can be better constrained by gravity and head data
than gravity alone.
Overall, previous studies have proven that integration of gravity and head data can improve the accuracy of the aquifer parameter estimation. However, these studies did not consider heterogeneity. For
this reason, in this study, we developed a stochastic approach to estimate both heterogeneous K and Sy
ﬁelds by jointly interpreting the head and gravity data sets derived from sequential injection tests in an
unconﬁned aquifer. The proposed method is developed based on simultaneously successive linear estimator (SimSLE) with a 2-D groundwater ﬂow model (VSAFT2; Yeh et al., 1993) and a gravity integration
model.
Two numerical experiments are used to test the proposed method. Experiment #1 is designed to investigate
the improvement on the Sy estimate due to the addition of gravity measurements, and the Experiment #2
is to examine the improvement on the Sy and K estimates due to the fusion of HT and gravity data. Lastly,
the evaluation of these cases is undertaken by examining the ability of the estimated Sy and K ﬁelds to predict heads and gravity measurements during an independent pumping test.

2. Methodology
2.1. Equation of Flow in Unconfined Aquifers
For the simulation of the two-dimensional, depth-averaged, ﬂow ﬁelds of unconﬁned aquifers with heterogeneous hydraulic properties, the Boussinesq equation is used, which described below:
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@H
@H
rxy KHrxy H 1Qðxw ; yw Þ5ðne 1Ss HÞ
5Sy
@t
@t

(1)

subject to the boundary and initial conditions
HjC1 5H1 ; 2KHrxy HjC2 5Q2 ; Hjt50 5Ho ;

where rxy is the differential operator in the x and y directions of a horizontal plane, H denotes the saturated
thickness of the aquifer, which is a function of x and y as well as time, t. K is the depth-averaged hydraulic
conductivity, and Sy is the speciﬁc yield of the aquifer, which includes the effective porosity, ne, and the
product of the speciﬁc storage, Ss, and H. The effective porosity is used to denote the effect of ﬁlling or
draining the pores due to the rise or fall of the water table. The SsH term represents the elastic characteristic
of porous media and water on the storage due to changes in the water table. This term is generally small in
comparison with the porosity. Both K and Sy are spatial variables depending on location x and y. Qðxw ; yw Þ
represents the pumping/injection rate per unit area at location ðxw ; yw Þ—the subscript w denotes the
pumping/injection well. As shown in Yeh et al. (2015a), Sy is a byproduct of the depth-averaged procedure
and the assumption of instantaneous drainage or ﬁlling of pore water as the water table falls or rises as well
as the omission of the effects of the unsaturated zone above the water table. This assumption is likely not
realistic in most geologic media (see Mao et al., 2011).
In this application, we modify the code of VSAFT2 (Variably Saturated Flow and Transport 2-D) developed
by Yeh et al. (1993) to solve equation (1). VSAFT2 was developed for two-dimensional cross-sectional or
cross-sectional asymmetrical variably saturated geologic media or two-dimensional depth-averaged fully
conﬁned aquifers. In order to adapt VSAFT2 for our study, speciﬁc storage is replaced by speciﬁc yield (Sy ),
and the K is multiplied by the saturated thickness of the aquifer, H. Because of the nonlinearity of equation
(1), it is solved iteratively.
2.2. Gravity Simulation
To evaluate the gravitational attraction due to the groundwater storage of an aquifer, we develop a gravity
simulation model based on the formulations proposed by Sato (1984). That is, we discretize the aquifer into
three-dimensional
ﬁnite rectangular blocks. Each block, b, (Figure 1) is deﬁned by eight vertices denoted by


xi;b ; yj;b ; zk;b , where the subscripts, i, j, and k stand 1 or 2. Speciﬁcally, x1 denotes the x coordinate of the
vertices on the left-hand side of the block, and x2 denotes the x coordinate of the vertices
onthe right
hand side of the block. The same notation applies to y and z coordinates. The term, P xp ; yp ; zp , denotes
the coordinates of the gravity station
at a site.

 The distances from the gravity station to a vertex of each
block are described by the vector ri;b ; rj;b ; rk;b . h is the polar angle between the vector and the ﬁxed zenith
direction. As a result, the vertical component of gravitational attraction can be written as
ð2 ð2 ð2
rk;b
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gz;b 5Gqw Sy;b
(2)

 ﬃ dri;b drj;b drk;b ;
1

1

1

2 1r 2 1r 2
ri;b
j;b
k;b

3

where ri;b 5xi;b 2xp , rj;b 5yj;b 2yp , and rk;b 5zk;b 2zp ; qw stands the groundwater
density; and Sy;b is the speciﬁc yield of the block b. G is the universal gravitational
constant.
According to MacMillan (1958), Nagy (1966), and Banerjee and Das Gupta (1977),
the integration of equation (2) can be evaluated using
X2 X2 X2
gz;b 5 i51
ð21Þi1j1k 3
j51
k51
"
#
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

Db 1ri;b 1rj;b ;
b
21
Db 1rj;b 1rj log
Db 1ri;b 12jrk;b jtan
Gqw Sy;b ri;b log
jrk;b j
(3)

Figure 1. Cartesian coordinates of an observation point P and a
rectangular prismatic block b.
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where Db 5ðri;b Þ2 1ðrj;b Þ2 1ðrk;b Þ2 . Equation (3) determines the gravitational attraction along the z axis contributed by the groundwater mass of the block to the
gravity station. In order to accurately calculate the gravity measurement due to
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the mass of the groundwater from each location of the groundwater ﬂow model, we divide the volume of
water at each element into small blocks. That is, we ﬁrst average the head values at the four nodes of
each element to derive the average thickness of saturation. The volume deﬁned by the thickness and the
area of the element is then divided into a large number of small blocks. The net effect exerted on site P
can be further determined by the summation of contributions from all blocks deﬁned in the study area
(N). That is,
XN
gz 5 b51 gz;b :
(4)
To evaluate the sensitivity of gravity to speciﬁc yield, we replace the terms in the square bracket of equation


(3) with a function, C ri;b ; rj;b ; rk;b . Thus, equation (3) can be organized as follows:
gz;b 5

X2 X2 X2
i51

j51

k51

ð21Þi1j1k 3Gqw Sy;b Cðri;b ; rj;b ; rk;b Þ:

By taking the derivative of equation (5), we have the sensitivity of gravity to Sy :
X2 X2 X2
@gz;b =@Sy;b 5 i51
ð21Þi1j1k 3Gqw Cðri;b ; rj;b ; rk;b Þ:
j51
k51

(5)

(6)

Since the size of a computational grid of groundwater model is much greater than that of gravity simulation, the sensitivity of gravity to the speciﬁc yield over a ﬁnite element groundwater model grid can be
derived based on Taylor series expansion theory (Appendix A):
@gfz =@Sfy 5

Xp5w 
p51

@gz;b =@Sy;b


p

;

(7)

where f denotes a groundwater ﬂow grid and w denotes the number of gravity simulation grid inside a
ﬂow computational grid.
2.3. Relationship Between Gravity Measurements and Mass in Space
Before discussing the fusion algorithm that integrates the gravity measurements and head data to
derive the speciﬁc yield parameter distribution, we will illustrate the inﬂuence of mass at a location in
the aquifer on the gravity measurement at a given station ﬁrst. Since the groundwater mass of a volume of the aquifer (m) at a given location is unknown and it can vary from location to location, we will
treat it as a spatial random ﬁeld. As a result, the gravity measurement at a given location is also a random variable, and it changes with the location. Therefore, the measurement is also a random ﬁeld. Suppose the cross correlations between the groundwater mass and the measured gravity (g) at the gravity
station (Corgm ) is
Corgm 5

Rgm
;
rgg rmm

(8)

where rgg and rmm are the standard deviations of gravity measurements and groundwater mass, respectively. Rgm ðng 3nÞ denotes the cross-covariance matrix between the measured gravities and groundwater
mass of the computational elements. ng and n are the numbers of the observed gravities and discretized
material blocks of the simulation area, respectively. Note that the matrices and vectors are shown in bold
characters, and the dimension of each matrix is shown in parentheses.
A ﬁrst-order analysis was used to estimate these covariance and cross-covariance matrixes Rgg , Rmm , and
Rgm , respectively. That is, Rmm is
Rmi mj 5hi hj RPi Pj 1Pi Pj Rhi hj 12hi Pj Rpi hj ;

(9)

where h stands head and P denotes ln ðSy Þ; the subscript i and j are the computational element number;
RPi Pj denotes the covariance of ln ðSy Þ between element i and j; Rhi hj is the covariance of head observations
between the element i and j; and Rpi hj stands the cross-covariance of ln ðSy Þ and head between the element
i and j.
Rgg was derived by equation (10):
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Rgg 5Jgm Rmm JTgm ;

(10)

where J gm is the sensitivity of the gravity at the measured point to the groundwater mass of an element
and is derived from a perturbation method. Rgm can be obtained by using equation (11):
Rgm 5Jgm Rmm :

(11)

The cross correlation between the gravity measurements and the mass of each computational element
(equation (8)) is the spatial relationship between the mass and the gravity measurement. If the gravity measurement is available, this relationship allows one to estimate the likely mass distribution.
2.4. Fusion of Head and Microgravity Measurements on Specific Yield Estimation
The ﬂow chart of the algorithm for assimilating HT with gravity measurements to estimate the spatial
distribution of Sy is illustrated in supporting information Figure S1. The fundamental mathematical
algorithm of this data fusion is based on the successive linear estimate (SLE), developed by Dr. Yeh
and his colleagues (Yeh et al., 1995; Yeh & Hanna, 1996). SLE has evolved into sequential successive linear estimator (SSLE) and simultaneous successive linear estimator (SimSLE). Both have been the algorithm of HT for estimating aquifer parameters with the head data sets from sequential pumping tests
(e.g., Mao et al., 2013; Xiang et al., 2009; Yeh & Liu, 2000; Zha et al., 2015, 2016; Zhu & Yeh, 2008; Zhu
et al., 2011, and many others). Overall, SLE is a versatile data fusion method, based on the stochastic
concept.
To implement data fusion algorithm in this paper, we ﬁrst adopt a highly parameterized heterogeneous
conceptual ﬂow model (Yeh et al., 2015a, 2015b). This model discretizes a ﬂow domain into n ﬁnite
elements, and each element has a hydraulic parameter. The parameter (e.g., hydraulic conductivity
or speciﬁc yield) over the entire domain are treated as spatial stochastic processes or random ﬁelds. This
stochastic conceptualization allows us to characterize the spatial variability and uncertainty of the
parameters.
In this study, we consider spatially varying natural log of hydraulic conductivity (YðxÞ5ln KðxÞ) and the natural log speciﬁc yield (PðxÞ5ln Sy ðxÞ) as two mutually independent stochastic processes in space (or spatial
random ﬁelds), which can be expressed as
YðxÞ5Y ðxÞ1yðxÞ and PðxÞ5PðxÞ1pðxÞ;

(12)

where Y ðxÞ and PðxÞ are the unconditional mean of the Y and P at the location x, respectively; yðxÞ and pðxÞ
are their perturbations. The vector x denotes the location of the center of a ﬁnite element. Note that the
choice of the natural log of hydraulic conductivity and speciﬁc yield is to avoid negative K and Sy estimates.
The perturbation has a zero mean and is characterized by their unconditional variances and a same exponential correlation function with the same isotropic correlation scales. Similarly, the gravity measured at any location is a stochastic process.
2.4.1. Cokriging
To jointly use gravity and head data set to estimate Sy ﬁeld, SLE starts with cokriging. That is, we use a guess
or known mean value of Sy to simulate the ﬂow in an equivalent homogeneous aquifer under a given stress.
With the knowledge of the variation of the saturated thickness of the aquifer, we then use equations (3)
and (4) to calculate the gravity measurements gðxk ; tÞ at the measurement stations xk and time t. Next, if
measurements of Sy at xj (j 5 1,. . .ns) are available, we calculate their perturbations, p ðxj Þ. Suppose we
have an actual measurement of gravity at ng stations and times from 1 to s. Subsequently, using a stochastic
linear estimator (cokriging) and measurements, p ðxj Þ, we derive our ﬁrst estimate of perturbation of Sy at
every element of the groundwater simulation domain: p^ ðx‘ Þ; ‘51; . . . n. That is,
p^ ðx‘ Þ5

ns
X
j51

kT p ðxj Þ1

nX
s 1ng X
t5s

bT ðg ðxk ; tÞ2gðxk ; tÞÞ; ‘51; . . . n;

(13)

k5ns 11 t51

where superscript T denotes transpose; p^ is a n31 vector; p is a ns 31 vector, g ðxk ; tÞ is the gravity measurements at the location xk at time t; and gðxk ; tÞ is the simulated gravity at location xk and time t. k and b


are a ns 3n and a ng  s 3n weight matrix, respectively. They can be derived by solving equation (14):
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R1p g

R•p g

R11
g g

R1•
g g

R•1
g g

R••g g

Rs1
g g

Rs•
g g

3
Rsp g 2 k 3 2 Rp p^ 3
76 7 6
7
76 1 7 6
1
R1s
^ 7
g g 76 b 7 6 Rg p
7
76 756
;
76 • 7 6  • 7
7
R
b
7
R•s
^


g
p
g g 54
5 4
5
Rg p^ s
bs
Rss 

(14)

g g

where Rp p is an ns 3ns unconditional covariance matrix between measurement locations of p ; R1p g , R•p g ,
and Rsp g are np 3ng cross-covariances between p and g measurements at t 5 1, •, and s, respectively.

Note that • presents any times between t 5 1 and s. R11
g g is a ng 3ng covariance matrix of measurements g

at different locations at t 5 1; the covariance between measurement locations of g at t 5 1 and t 5 • is
1s

denoted by R1•
g g , while the covariance between g at t 5 1 and t 5 s is represented by Rg g . The same
superscript notation applies to other Rg g . Now, Rp p^ is a ns 3n matrix, representing the covariance between
^ (the parameter values at the locations where they are to be estimated) and p . The covariance between
p
^ , is represented by Rg p^ 1 , which is
the gravity measurements g ðxk ; k51; . . . ng Þ at t 5 1 and the estimates, p
a ns 3n matrix. The superscript notation used previously applies here as well.
A ﬁrst-order analysis derives Rg g and Rpg in equation (14). That is,



 



Rg g xi ; xj ; tk ; tl 5J g p xi ; xj ; tk Rpp xi ; xj J Tg p xi ; xj ; tl
:



 

Rpg xi ; xj ; tk ; tl 5Jg p xi ; xj ; tk Rpp xi ; xj

(15)

In equation (15), Rpp is the unconditional exponential covariance of p at all elements, while Jg p is the sensitivity of g at measurement location with respect to p at each element in the domain and is derived from
equations (6) and (7). The residual covariance of the estimate is derived from equation (16).
Eð1Þ
pp 5Rpp 2kRpp 2bRpg ;

(16)

in which Epp is a n3n matrix and it reﬂects the reduction in the uncertainty of the estimated parameter ﬁeld
due to the inclusion of p ðxj Þ and gravity measurements, g ðxk ; tÞ.
2.4.2. HT Analysis
Afterward, the estimated p^ is added to its unconditional mean and converted to Sy . Along with its residual
covariance (i.e., equation (16)), they are input to HT analysis to include the head measurements for improving the estimate of p^ and estimating y^ . SimSLE used in HT analysis has been widely accepted and reported
^ below.
by Yeh and his colleagues. Here we only brieﬂy discuss some key procedures for deriving p
Because the head is nonlinearly correlated with Sy , successive iterations of the linear estimator are required
to extract all possible information from head measurements about Sy . That is,
ðr11Þ
ðrÞ
ðrÞ
^ ðrÞ ðxm ; tn ; qk ÞÞ;
5P^ 1xh ðh ðxm ; tn ; qk Þ2h
P^

ðrÞ

(17)
ðr11Þ

where r are the iteration indexes of SimSLE. P^ is the Sy estimates from the previous iteration. P^
is the
improved estimates of Sy after inclusion the head measurements, h , at an observation well, xm , at the time,
^ ðrÞ is the simulated head based on P^ ðrÞ , and xðrÞ is the weighting matrix. The residual
tn , during injection qk . h
h
ðrÞ
covariance of p, Epp , is updated according to equation (18), and the diagonal term of the updated residual
ðr11Þ
covariance matrix (Epp ) is the uncertainty of the estimate of each element.
ðrÞ

ðr11Þ
ðrÞ
Epp
5Epp
-xðrÞ Eh p ;

(18)

ðrÞ
ðrÞ
ðrÞ
where Eh p is the cross-covariance between h^ and P^ .
2.4.3. Update Sy Estimate Using Gravity Difference
After SimSLE’s solution converges, and the end of the oth outer iteration is reached, the convergence criteria of gravity are checked. If the convergence criteria of gravity are met, the estimation procedure stops.
Otherwise, the gravity residuals and residual covariance Eopp are updated and input to equation (21) to produce a new estimate of p as the initial estimate of SimSLE again:
o11
o
P^ 5P^ 1xog ðg 2g^ o Þ:

(19)

o
o11
In equation (19), P^ is the conditional estimate of the lnðSy Þ ﬁeld at the end of the oth outer iteration. P^
ðr;oÞ
is the new estimate for the SimSLE at (o 1 1)th outer iteration and g
is the simulated gravity data set
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obtained from the conditional mean equation (i.e., equation (5)) using the estimate of the conditional mean
Poc at the end of the oth outer iteration. xog is derived from equation (20):
xog Eogg 1hg I5Eogp ;

(20)

where I is the identity matrix and hg is the stabilizer. They are used to improve the conditional number of
equation (20). hg is determined dynamically according to a speciﬁed multiplier and the maximum value of
the diagonal terms of Eogg at the end of the oth outer iteration. Eogg (ng 3ng ) is the conditional covariance
between observed gravity data set; Eogp (ng 3n) is the conditional cross-covariance between the observed
gravity data set and the parameter p representing the conditional perturbation of lnðSy Þ ﬁeld (see equation
(12)) at the end of the oth outer iteration. Eogg and Eogp can be obtained from equation (21):
Eogg 5Jog Eopp JoT
g
Eopg 5Jog Eopp

;

(21)

where J og stands the Jacobin (or sensitivity) matrix for the gravity data with respect to p using the parameters estimated at the end of the oth outer iteration and is derived from perturbation method. The residual
covariance of p is updated according to equation (22),
o
o o
Eo11
pp 5Epp -xg Egp ;

(22)

where the residual covariance Eopp was derived from the ﬁnal estimate of SimSLE (equation (18)) at the end
of the oth outer iteration. The updated residual covariance is input to the (o 1 1)th SimSLE to calculate the
covariance of the observed head and cross-covariance between p and observed head (equation (18)). The
outer iteration and SimSLE continue until the convergence criteria are met, i.e., the maximum gravity residual divided by its corresponding observed gravity at (o 1 1)th outer iteration is less than 0.001 or the number of the outer iteration is greater than 100. A ﬂowchart of the proposed algorithm is given in Figure S1 in
the supporting information.
Note that if the necessary conditions for the estimation problem to be well deﬁned are not given, the number of possible values for each parameter will be inﬁnite and the solution is uncertain (Yeh et al., 2015b).
For such ill-deﬁned estimation problems, the SimSLE seeks the most likely, conditional, effective Sy ﬁelds,
which will honor the measurements of the parameters (conditioning data) and the measurements of aquifer
responses (such as heads and gravity) at sampling locations. In addition, these conditional, effective parameter ﬁelds will produce a statistically unbiased prediction of ﬂow and gravity ﬁelds under different pumping
events.

3. Numerical Experiments
3.1. Aquifer Characteristics and HT and Gravity Survey Setups
Two numerical experiments are conducted to test the proposed method. Experiment #1 addresses the issue
if the gravity measurements can improve the HT’s Sy estimates when the K ﬁeld is known and not estimated. Experiment #2 investigates the improvements on Sy and K estimates by the method.
In both experiments, we use a two-dimensional horizontal synthetic aquifer of 3,000 3 3,000 m, which is discretized into grids of 100 3 100 m in dimension. A constant total head boundary is assigned to the left and
the right boundaries with a value of 10 m, and the no-ﬂow boundary is assigned to the upper and bottom
boundaries. The initial head everywhere is 10 m. The simulation periods of the injection events of Experiment
#1 are 60 days, and that of Experiment #2 is 1,000 days in order to reach a steady state condition. The reference K ﬁeld of the synthetic aquifer in Experiment #1 is homogenous and has a value of 50 m/d, and that of
Experiment #2 is a random ﬁeld with a mean of 50 m/d, characterized by an exponential correlation structure
with a variance of 10 m2/d2, and an isotropic correlation scale of 500 m (Figure 2a). For the reference Sy ﬁeld
of Experiments #1 and #2, the random ﬁeld is generated with a mean of 0.13, characterized by an exponential
correlation structure with a variance of 0.001, and a correlation scale of 500 m (Figure 2b).
The hydraulic tomography (HT) survey uses nine wells, installed in the aquifer (solid black circle in Figure 2),
and the distance between each of two neighbor wells is 400–500 m. Nine injection tests are sequentially
conducted at the nine wells with a constant injection rate of 4,000 m3/d. During each injection test, head
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Figure 2. (a) Reference K random ﬁeld. (b) Reference Sy random ﬁeld for Experiment #2.

data sets are collected from the nine wells, which are subsequently used in HT analysis to estimate Sy in
Experiment #1 and both K and Sy ﬁelds in Experiment #2.
Because we use 2-D depth-averaged groundwater model, the actual ground surface is not speciﬁed in the
synthetic aquifer. However, the gravity simulation requires the ground surface elevation. Further, in order to
make sure the elevation of the ground surface is higher than simulated heads, we add 1 m to the highest
groundwater level of the last time step among all the injection events as the ground surface, which is set as
the elevation of gravity stations. This height is the thickness of the synthetic water table aquifer.
Before conducting the two experiments, we investigate the effective gravity integration radius. That is, we
aim to determine the radius of the gravity integration, which will capture the most mass of water in the
aquifer. We use a synthetic, homogenous aquifer of a size of 3,000 m 3 3,000 m without any injection (a
uniform saturated thickness of 15 m) to calculate the gravity measured at the center of these aquifers with
different gravity integration radius. For this gravity simulation, we discretize the aquifer with a grid size of
50 cm 3 50 cm 3 50 cm to assure the accuracy of the gravity integration (i.e., equation (3)). Figure 3 shows
that the simulated gravity measurement at the center of the domain increases with the integration radius
from 100 to 1700 m. It reaches asymptotically a stable value as the integration radius greater than 1000 m.
The simulated gravity by using the effective integration radius of 1000 m is 115.07 ugal (a gravimetric unit),
which contributes 99.76% of the total gravity (i.e., 115.35 ugal) to the gravity station. Therefore, we set the
effective integration radius as 1,000 m for gravity integration calculation.
3.2. Data Selection
The cross-correlation analysis by Sun et al. (2013) reported that Sy highly correlates to the early time periods
of the well hydrograph. As a result, we sample the head at early time steps 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 20, 40, and 60
days at the nine wells in each of the nine injection tests in Experiment #1. For Experiment #2, where we
simultaneously estimate Sy and K ﬁelds, and we sample the head according to the characteristics of each
observed well hydrography. That is, the sampling times are different for each well at early times, and at 900
and 1,000 day when the groundwater ﬂow reaches steady state condition.
The gravity data are sampled at ﬁve gravity stations (white circles in Figure 5b) at the same time steps as
head observations (i.e., only the early time steps) in Experiment #1. A total of 567 head observations and 35
gravity data are used for the joint inversion of the Sy ﬁeld. For Experiment #2, the gravity data are sampled
at the same locations and time steps as in Experiment #1, and a total of 480 head observations and 35 gravity data sets are used to simultaneously estimate Sy and K ﬁelds.
The SimSLE algorithm requires the input of the initial mean value, correlation scales, and spatial variance of
K and Sy . Speciﬁcally, the mean of K is given as 50 m/d, correlation scale is 500 m, and the variance is
10 m2/d2. For Sy , the mean is 0.13, correlation scale is 500 m, and the variance is 0.001, respectively. Previous
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Figure 3. Effects of gravity integration radius from 100 to 1,700 m by using use a synthetic uniform saturated aquifer of a
thickness of 15 m and a size of 3,000 m 3 3,000 m without any injection.

HT studies report that the accuracy of these spatial statistics does not inﬂuence the results of stochastic estimator since abundant head data set are used in the HT analysis (Mao et al., 2013; Yeh & Liu, 2000).
All data in this study are assumed to be error-free to examine the validity of the proposed algorithm. This is
because the robustness of the SimSLE with data infested with noise for ﬂow in saturated aquifers has been
demonstrated and discussed by Xiang et al. (2009). Further, Mao et al. (2011) demonstrated that as long as
sufﬁcient time data at a given observation location are used in inverse modeling of unsaturated ﬂow problems, the effects of noise can be reduced due to least-square nature of the SimSLE algorithm.
3.3. Evaluation Criteria
The estimated parameter or head ﬁeld is evaluated by comparing with its reference ﬁeld, using average
absolute error norm L1, mean-square error norm L2, which are deﬁned as follows:
L1 5

n
1X
jZ^ i 2Zi j;
n i51

L2 5

n 
2
1X
Z^ i 2Zi ;
n i51

(23)

where Z^ i and Zi denote the estimated and the known value of parameters or heads or gravity measurements (depending on the quantity to be evaluated) in the reference ﬁeld, respectively. The R2 are derived
by the following equation:
!
n
n
X
X

2
2
2
^

^
R 512
ðZ 2Z Þ =
ðZ 2 Z Þ ;
(24)
i

i51

i

i51

where Z^ and Z stand for the mean of the estimated and the true ﬁelds, respectively. In addition, a linear
regression line is used in the scatterplot; the slope and intercept are used to evaluate the bias of the estimates or predictions. These criteria are also used to evaluate the predicted head and gravity based on the
estimated parameter ﬁelds at the validation step (section 4.4).

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Cross-Correlation Analysis
The SimSLE algorithm is built upon the spatial cross correlation between the parameters to be estimated
and the measurements of the physical process. Note that the spatial cross correlation comprises the
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sensitivity of observed state variables at a location to the change of the
parameters at any location in the model domain, and spatial correlation
structure of the parameters (spatial statistics). In order to illustrate the spatial relationship between a gravity measurement at a station and Sy of
each computational element in the study domain, we conduct a crosscorrelation analysis based on the Experiment #1. The calculated crosscorrelation map at the injection time of 0.1 days is shown in Figure 4. The
value of the contour lines decays radially away from the gravity measurement point. The concentric circles of the contour map suggest that an
anomaly anywhere at the same radial distance can contribute equally to
the gravity measurement. That is to say, a gravity measurement represents
the total groundwater mass/storage of the entire synthetic aquifer, and it
cannot differentiate the detailed location where the anomaly is.

Figure 4. Contour map of the cross correlation between the groundwater mass everywhere and the gravity station at the center of the simulation area.

According to the above analysis, we conclude that the gravity measurement is
a regional mass measurement. It can only be used as the total mass constraint
for the hydrogeological inverse modeling. For delineating the detailed parameter spatial pattern, collecting the spatial head data set from sequential injection
test becomes essential since it can reveal spatial heterogeneity of the parameter. For this reason, we believe that a joint inversion of the gravity and head
data sets could yield more accurate estimates of K and Sy ﬁelds than HT alone.

4.2. Experiment #1: Improvement on Sy Estimates Due To Addition of Gravity Measurements
In this experiment, two test cases are examined. In Case (1-1), only head data sets from HT are used to identify Sy ﬁeld. In Case (1–2), we identify the Sy by fusion of head and gravity data set. Speciﬁcally, this case
uses the head measurements from the nine injection tests and the gravity measurements (see section 3.2)
during the ﬁrst injection test (i.e., the injection well located at x 5 1,400 and y 5 1,400) to identify the Sy
ﬁeld. The K ﬁelds are assumed known and are excluded from estimation in these two cases, and improvements of the Sy estimate at near and far ﬁelds are discussed.
By comparing the Sy estimates at the near ﬁeld (i.e., the elements inside the red hollow rectangle in Figures
5a and 5b) of Case 1-1 and Case 1–2 with the reference ﬁeld in Figure 2b, we observe that both HT and HT
with gravity measurements capture the spatial trend of the true Sy ﬁeld. Nonetheless, the Sy estimate from
the fusion of HT and gravity is better than that of HT. For example, the pattern of relatively high and low Sy
values (e.g., 0.12– and 0.181) of Figure 5b are closer to those of the true Sy ﬁeld than those of Figure 5a. At
the far ﬁeld (i.e., the elements outside the rectangle), the Sy estimates close to the ﬁve gravity stations in

Figure 5. The spatial patterns of Sy estimates obtained from (a) HT without gravity measurements, Case (1-1) and (b) with gravity measurements, Case (1–2) of
Experiment #1.
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Figure 6. Scatterplots of the estimated versus true Sy of Cases (1-1) (a) near ﬁeld and (b) far ﬁeld; Those for Case (1–2) (c) near ﬁeld and (d) far ﬁeld.

Case (1–2) (see Figure 5b) are in agreement with the true values (Figure 2b]) and are better than the estimates by HT alone.
The scatterplots of the estimated versus true Sy estimates at the near ﬁelds of these two cases, and the evaluation criteria are illustrated in Figures 6a and 6c. These ﬁgures show that the regression line of the estimates of Case (1–2) is slightly closer to the 458 line than that of Case (1-1). The scattering of points around
the regression lines of Case (1–2) is less than that of Case (1-1). As a result, the HT’s Sy estimates at the near
ﬁeld are improved by the proposed method.
For the Sy estimate at the far ﬁeld, the improvement of the estimate is relatively signiﬁcant. Examining
the spatial distribution of the Sy estimate of these two cases (Figures 5a and 5b) and the reference ﬁeld
(Figure 2b), we observe that the estimates close to the gravity stations are almost identical to the true values, especially for the estimate at the grids where the gravity stations are. This result indicates that parts of
the Sy estimates at the far ﬁeld are indeed improved.
The scatterplots and evaluation statistics of the estimated versus true Sy estimates at the far ﬁelds of these
two cases are shown in Figures 6b and 6d. While the estimates at the far ﬁelds are not as good as those in
the near ﬁelds in both cases, evaluation statistics indicate that the estimates in Case (1–2) are slightly better
than those in Case (1-1).
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Figure 7. (a) The spatial patterns of Sy estimates obtained from HT alone, i.e., Case (2-1) and (b) Sy estimate derived from the fusion of HT and gravity data,
i.e., Case (2-2).

Note that this estimation problem is poorly deﬁned according to Yeh et al. (2015b). In other words, the
number of parameters to be estimated in heterogeneous aquifers is larger than the number of constraints
given. The gravity information, however, provides an additional constraint such that it results in better estimates of Sy . This result agrees with the ﬁndings of Christiansen et al. (2011). That is, the Sy estimate derived
from joint interpretation of gravity and the head data set is more accurate than that derived from gravity or
head data set alone.
In addition to these results, we investigate the effects of the number and location of the gravity stations on
the estimated Sy ﬁeld. We ﬁnd that the Sy estimates are improved as the number of the gravity stations is
increased, and the gravity station’s location has a minor effect on the Sy estimate if its effective gravity integration radius covers the well ﬁeld. For more details, please see the supporting information sections S2 and S3.
4.3. Experiment #2: Improvement on the K and Sy Estimate Due To Addition of Gravity
Measurements
Similar to Experiment #1, this experiment also considers two cases. In Case (2-1) only head data sets from
HT are used to identify Sy and K ﬁeld, while in Case (2-2), both head and gravity data sets are employed.
The sampling layout and procedures are the same as those of Experiment #1.

Figure 8. The spatial pattern of K estimates, (a) Cases (2-1), using HT only and that and (b) Case (2-2), using the joint inversion in Experiment #2.
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A comparison of the Sy estimates of these two cases (i.e., Figures 7a and 7b) with the reference ﬁeld
(Figure 2b) reveals that both HT and HT with gravity measurements capture the spatial trend of the true Sy
ﬁeld, but the fusion of HT and gravity yields a better result at the near ﬁeld than HT only. For example, the
relatively high and low Sy values (e.g., 0.12– and 0.181) in Figure 7b are much closer to the true Sy ﬁeld
(Figure 2b) than those in Figure 7a. For the far ﬁeld, the Sy estimates close to the ﬁve gravity stations in Case
(2-2) are in agreement with the true values (Figure 7b) and overall better than the estimates from HT alone.
The spatial distributions of the K estimates of Cases (2-1) and Case (2-2) are illustrated in Figures 8a and 8b,
respectively. The estimated K patterns of the two cases are similar, but the K estimates of Case (2-2) is notably better.
The scatterplots of the estimated versus true K and Sy values at the near ﬁelds of these two cases as well as
evaluation statistics are shown in Figures 9a–9d. The evaluations of the estimates at far ﬁelds for the two
cases are displayed in Figures 10a–10d. By comparing these scatterplots and the statistics, one is certain
that the K and Sy estimates at the near ﬁeld of Case (2-2) are closer to the true values than those of Case (2-1).
In particular, the R2 values conﬁrm that the Sy estimate from the fusion of HT and gravity is signiﬁcantly
improved.

Figure 9. Scatterplots of the estimated versus true K and Sy ﬁelds at near ﬁeld of Experiment #2, (a, b) for Case (2-1) and (c, d) for Case (2-2).
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Figure 10. Scatterplots of the estimated versus true K and Sy ﬁelds at far ﬁeld of Experiment #2, (a, b) for Case (2-1) and (c, d) for Case (2-2).

In addition to the improvement of the Sy estimate, the results also indicate that the estimate of K is slightly
improved by considering the gravity into HT, even though the gravity measurements are not directly used
to estimate the K ﬁeld. This is because the estimates of K and Sy are mutually dependent during the inverse
modeling. The Sy estimate of Case (2-2) is better than that of Case (2-1), resulting in a better K estimate of
Case (2-2). Therefore, the gravity measurements can improve not only the Sy estimate but also the estimate
of K.
4.4. Validation of Joint Inversion Results (K and Sy)
The ultimate goal of characterization of hydraulic properties of an aquifer is to provide an accurate prediction of the ﬂow ﬁeld in the aquifer under any stress. As a matter of fact, the above HT and joint inversion
have predicted ﬂow ﬁelds induced by several injection tests. The HT and joint inversion, however, have
adjusted K and Sy parameters to ensure satisfactory predictions (i.e., model calibration). These predictions,
therefore, cannot be viewed as a validation of the estimated parameter ﬁelds. In order to properly validate
the estimated parameter ﬁelds, predictions of a new ﬂow ﬁeld using these calibrated parameter ﬁelds are
necessary. As explained in Huang et al. (2011), Mao et al. (2013), and Sun et al. (2013), the heads at the
observation wells may change if the location of an injection well is altered. For this reason, a new injection
test at a location different from the injection locations used in HT analysis is created. This new well is
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Figure 11. Scatterplots of the estimated versus (a, c) observed head and (b, d) gravity data of validation results for Case (2-1) and Case (2-2), respectively.

installed at the location X 5 1,200 and Y 5 1,500 with a constant injection rate of 4,000 m3/d. During this
new test, the simulated head data sets, using the reference parameters, are collected at the nine wells and
other selected locations at a regular grid of 500 m over the entire domain, at times equal to 1, 10, 50, 100,
300, 500, 700, and 1,000 days. Likewise, simulated gravity measurements of the modeled ﬂow ﬁeld using
the reference ﬁelds are collected at the ﬁve observation locations at 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 20, 40, and 60 days.
These data sets are compared with those simulated using both estimated K and Sy ﬁelds from HT and those
from the proposed joint inversion.
The validation results (scatterplots and evaluation statistics) for heads are illustrated in Figures 11a and 11c
for Cases (2-1) and (2-2), respectively. The results for gravity are displayed in Figures 11b and 11d for Cases
(2-1) and (2-2), respectively. Overall, the validation of the parameter ﬁelds from all cases are satisfactory in
terms of the head prediction, but the evaluation statistics of Case (2-2), in which parameter estimation
includes gravity measurements, are notably superior to that of Case (2-1). In other words, the K and Sy estimates of Case (2-2) are closer to the reference ﬁelds than those of Case (2-1). Further, we notice that the
predicted heads at the far ﬁeld of Case 2-2 (red dots in Figure 11c) are more accurate (i.e., less scattering)
than those in Case 2-1 (Figure 11a) as indicated by the evaluation statistics, while those at the near ﬁelds
are similar when the gravity measurements are included. This seems consistent with the fact that head data
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set used in HT mainly improve the accuracy of the estimate in the near ﬁeld, but that of gravity data set is
able to enhance the accuracy of the estimates of HT over the greater extents. This is due in part to the ﬁve
gravity stations are distributed over the entire study area, and each of their measurements detects the mass
response of the groundwater storage for the area with a radius of 1,000 m. The improvement due to the
gravity measurements is clearly notable in Figure 11d for Case (2-2), where the scatterplot of the predicted
vs. true gravity values at the stations are signiﬁcantly less biased and scattered than that in Figure 11b for
Case (2-1).
Lastly, an interesting revelation of these results is that gravity measurements reﬂect the integrated change
of groundwater mass due to pumping or injection over a large area without identifying the spatial distribution of the change. On the other hand, HT is known for its ability to map detailed aquifer heterogeneity
using a limited number of observation wells and a sequential pumping or injection test. HT, however, yields
estimates away from the observation network with large uncertainties since it deals with ill-deﬁned inverse
problems (Yeh et al., 2015b). For this reason, the gravity measurements, as demonstrated in this study,
restrain the range of the hydraulic parameter values at the near and the far ﬁeld identiﬁed by HT alone and
reduce the uncertainty of HT estimates.

5. Conclusion and Future Works
This study has developed a new method to estimate heterogeneous K and Sy ﬁeld by fusion of gravity
measurements and head data sets from hydraulic tomography. This new approach expands the effectiveness of HT to an area from hundred-meters to kilometers with better accuracy and performance. These
advantages stem from the fact that not only can the gravity measurements provide a good initial estimate
of Sy ﬁeld for SimSLE of HT analysis, but also provide the total mass measurements to constrain the estimation. For these reasons, both the estimates of K and Sy , in particular, the accuracy of the Sy estimates, are
improved in comparison with those based on HT only. Besides, the accuracy of the Sy estimates can be further improved as the number of the gravity stations increases. The study also reveals that the location of a
gravity station has minor effects on the Sy estimates if the effective radius of the gravity measurement covers the well ﬁeld.
While we believe that these results are exciting, we must acknowledge that they are based on numerical
experiments. Moreover, the numerical ﬂow model solves the Boussinesq equation, which ignores processes
in the unsaturated zone and assumes instantaneous ﬁll or drainage of pore water as the water table rises or
falls, and considers only the depth-averaged ﬂow ﬁeld (Yeh et al., 2015a, 2015b). To be realistic, a threedimension variably saturated ﬂow model, which considers the unsaturated hydraulic properties in heterogeneous unconﬁned aquifers, should be used as advocated by Yeh et al. (2015a, 2015b). Most importantly, the
proposed methodology must be tested and validated in the ﬁelds as have done by Zha et al. (2015, 2016),
Illman et al. (2012), Berg and Illman (2011), and Zha et al. (2017). In spite of these limitations, the study demonstrates that the proposed method is a promising step toward the development of a useful data fusion
concept and method to probe subsurface and to better characterize the spatial variability of hydrogeological parameters in unconﬁned aquifers. We believe this study will lead to improvement of the reliability of
the groundwater-related predictions in the future.

Appendix A: Mapping the Sensitivity of Gravity to Sy to a Groundwater Model Grid
Assuming a computational grid of groundwater ﬂow includes n gravity simulation grids. For a gravity simulation element, the Taylor expression of the gravity variation resulted from the Sy perturbation can be
expressed as follows:
gðSy 1DsÞeg 5gðSy Þeg 1

@gðSy Þ
Dseg ;
ð@Sy Þeg

(A1)

where Ds denotes the perturbation of Sy , and subscript eg stands a gravity simulation element. Since a
groundwater simulation element (or material block) contains n groundwater simulation elements, the Taylor
expression of the gravity variation resulted from the Sy perturbation can be expressed from equation (A2)
to equation (A3):
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(A2)

(A3)

where subscript ef denotes the ﬂow simulation element.
Assuming each Sy perturbation (Dseg ) of the gravity simulation element being identical, equation (A2) is simpliﬁed as
"e 5n
#
eX
g 5n
g
X
@gðSy Þ
gðSy 1
Dseg Þef 5gðSy Þef 1
ðnDsÞ:
(A4)
ð@Sy Þeg
eg 51
eg 51
Comparing equations (A2) and (A4), one can know that the sensitivity of gravity to the speciﬁc yield of a
@gðS Þ
ﬂow simulation element ð@Sy Þy is the accumulation of the sensitivity of gravity to the speciﬁc yield of gravity
eg
simulation elements, shown as equation (A5).
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